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Soar Above the City Skyline in Sewer Escape - New York on iOS
- Popular flash game becomes physics-based mobile puzzler Bucharest, Romania - June 27, 2013 - Shoot for the stars and burst onto the Big Apple’s streets (and beyond) in
Sewer Escape - New York on iOS. Starring three heroic and highly intelligent hamsters, take charge of the action
and use gravity defying gadgets to shoot the smallest runaway rodent skyward. Enjoy a host of hilarious characters
and navigate tricky passages as you rocket above their sophisticated sewer laboratory. Find out exactly what lies
outside in Sewer Escape - New York.
Based on the online Sewer Escape series, Sewer Escape - New York transports the vibrant illustrations, addictive
gameplay, and super fun storyline of the flash game to the iPad, iPhone, and iPod Touch. Escaping the laboratory
of the crazy scientist Dr. Madbrain, Kenny, Al and Bert accidentally consume a radioactive sludge that grants Al and
Bert a never before seen intellect. Armed with smarts, creativity and motivation, the hamsters set their sights on
escaping their underground lair and reaching the freedom above the city’s skyline. With 5 unique play zones and
40 fantastic trophies, players can help the hamsters in their mission by collecting gold coins to get awesome
power-ups as well as keeping an eye out for numerous, ongoing bonus items.
“It’s been a ridiculously fun and wholly rewarding experience in developing Sewer Escape - New York for iOS,” said
Remus Ciobanu, Co-Founder of WitchHut. “While the original flash game has amassed quite a cult following, we
felt that it was time to introduce the game to a mobile audience. We can’t wait for players to begin their great
escape!”
Sewer Escape - New York Features
- 13 funny characters to meet
- 25 crazy inventions to improve one’s performance
- 5 extreme power-ups
- 40 glorious trophies to collect
- 5 different play zones to discover and explore
Sewer Escape - New York is available for $0.99 on the iTunes App Store at:

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/sewer-escape/id574400810
Screenshots

Trailer

http://youtu.be/vX8_nh5bowo
About WitchHut
Founded in 2004 and located in the European tech hub of Romania, WitchHut is an independent video games
development company with roots in online games development going back to 1999.
WitchHut is a team of experienced young professionals, programmers and graphic artists, with a big passion for
playing and creating games.
Last, but not least, WitchHut is a large online games publisher, with over 6 million people playing in the network.
During the last ten years, they have provided premium quality games to a variety of clients including Disney,
MINICLIP, ESPN, T-Mobile, Cartoon Network and EA.
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